Groups: Tips for FB groups Admins
Get Members involved
Here are a few simple tips to help you increase likes, comments, and posts from the
members of your group. These tips are based on what other Facebook group admins have
found to be successful in their own groups. Enjoy this video with Hunter!

Click screen to view video.
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List of tips:
Tell people why the group was created.
Give some examples of things to post.
Welcome the new people that join.
Let members know they can invite others anytime.
Give the group time to grow. Kindly be patient.
Comment on posts by members.
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7. Look for interesting things to post within the group.
8. Ask questions and show interest in the members.
9. Tag people in posts and make them feel welcome.
10. Check in at least once per week. Don't abandon the group.
11. It's ok to have another admin assigned to help with approvals etc.

1. Tell people why you created the group
What is the purpose of the group? What do you want members to do? A short post
that shares what the group is for helps the people you invite understand what to do
when they get to the group page. It's good practice to pin this post so it's always at
the top of all posts.

2. Give some examples of things to post
Tell people a few specific things you’d like them to share. Is this a group for
photos of ducks? Pictures of a castle? Or maybe you want to
encourage conversation about books?
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3. Welcome new people
Let new members know they’re welcome. Ask them a question or invite them to
introduce themselves. By engaging with them directly, you put them at ease that
they’re in the right place and create a sense of community from the first
interaction.

4. Let members know they can invite others
Not everybody knows they can invite people to a group. Give them
permission! Let them know the types of people to invite (for example, if it’s a
group about writing novels, then people interested in story /book writing).

`

5. Give the group time to get going and room to grow.
It takes a while to build a sense of community within a group. Don’t get
discouraged. It’s common for successful groups to start out with admins posting
regularly, 17 times or more before people start participating in the group.
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6. Comment on posts by members
`

Let people know you’re paying attention to them and the group! Commenting on
posts, even just to acknowledge you’re happy they posted and are involved,
encourages members to keep posting.

7. Look for interesting things to post
Help get participation stirring by sharing something you know people will enjoy
or want to talk about. That could be a video, a picture, a quote someone made, a
meme, an article or whatever makes sense for your group. Some admins look
for things in other similar groups, some search Google and some take a few
photos themselves.
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8. Ask questions
Questions are a fun and direct way to invite conversation. Ask something simple,
like what people are up to. Or ask something more direct, like what type of
content they want to see in the group. Open ended questions spur conversation.
Examples of open ended questions are ones that begin with who, what, when,
how, where, and why. Don't over do it but weave these types of questions
into the posts.
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9. Tag people in posts
If you want to hear from someone, tag them in your post using the ‘@’ symbol.
It’s a direct way to ask members what they think about a topic or just to
check in and let them know you’re thinking of them. Just type in the symbol and
then their name.
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10. Check in at least once a week and maybe more.
Pay attention to your groups to help make them successful. By checking in weekly
with a post, question, or by sharing something, you build consistency. This
encourages members to revisit the group and participate.

11. Optional. Assign an admin to help you manage the page.
______________________________________________________
Now is the time to get a group started on Facebook. It's tons
of fun and you may be surprised how large your group gets.
Keep in mind the spam rules and if others use less than
appropriate etiquette there is a simple and easy way to ask them to
please refrain.
Do a google search of proper posting etiquette. I know of
several articles on this topic but I'm sure you can come up with one
or better yet write one of your own. It's a good idea to have
someone else post it however so it doesn't look like you are coming
down on them.
This little technique works most of the time. Of course you
hold the reigns in the group and keep in mind the tone and
personality of your members tend to take on the same one of the
leader.
If you are interested in writing a novel or just getting better at
copywriting or learning what makes books become best sellers then
come over to the group.
We focus on 2 books that are recommended by Writers Digest
and there is some very valuable information in them. There really
is a formula that humans follow. It may not be what you think so
come on over and pay a visit.
Martin Hamilton Marketing Director
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